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SUUARY

The analytcal model conceived for this stability analysis includes analytical 
representations of reactor kinetics, fuel rod dynamic beat transfer, hydro- 
dynastic flow characteristics including two-phase effects, and thensodynanic 
effects due to load and subcooling changes. The hydrodynamic portion of the 
analytical model is the distinguishing feature of this stability analysis. It 
is based upon the physical concepts of momentum interchange, conservation of 
energy, and continuity of mass. These analytical representations are derived 
from the basic defining differential equations of physical pheno—ns and are, 
in turn, transfomed into transfer functions. The stability investigation was 
accomplished by performins a frequency-phase shift analysis (Bode analysis) 
on the analytical model. The power conditions at which stability was investi
gated were 505, 100% and 125% rated power for the 50 Mie core and 100% rated 
power for the 75 Mie core. In addition, the 50 Mie core was analyzed for 
the probable operating flux noise level at the 100% power condition.

The results of the Big Rock stability analysis are sumnarized below, instability 
being indicated by zero phase and gain margin.

Reactor Condit1 on Phase Margn Gain Hsrgin

50 NMe core at 
500 rated power

66° 15 db

50 Mie cor* at 
1OO0 rated power

68° 14 db

50 Mie cor* at 
12"^ rated power

B70 11 db

75 Me core at
1OO0 rated power

26° 6 db

The 50 Me core Is seen to be stable at all power levels Investigated. The 
stability margins of the 75 Mie core, although soaewhst less than those of the 
50 Mie core, conservately indicate that no serious stability problems will be 
encountered in this mode of operation.

The results of the noise performance annlysis for the 5 Me cor* at 1005 rated 
pover, booed on an arbitrary disturbance in inlet subcooling, are given belov:

Cor* Contl£t,lon 11 Tim— Prodi e tod Noise Level

Unorificed fuel elements in 
the center of the core

7.45% pesk to peek

Fuel elements in the center of
the core vith 5 pei inlet orficing

1-355 poolr to poot



Fuel element inlet orificing has a significant damping effect upon parallel 
flow channel asnhenlsas which in turn, increese the attenuation of reactor 
flux noise. If the center fuel elements of the Big Rock core are not orificed 
for the initial startup and the resulting flux roise is objectionable, a rseedy 
is indicated -- raise the single-phase orifice pressure drop over the entire 
core.

All of the results obtained in this study were obtained by assumng that the 
rate of change of reactivity due to 100$ change in voids for the given power 
operating condition is $4-50. This is conservatively high for all cases con
sidered, and in particular for partial rated pover conditions.



INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an analysis which was undertaken to inves
tigate the power stability of the Consumers Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Reactor. 
The 50 We plant was studied for stability at three different power levels; 50% 
rated, 100$ rated and 125% overpower. In addition the 50 We core was analyzed 
for the probable operating flux noise level at the 100% power condition. The 
75 We plant was studied for stability at the 100% rated power condition only. 
All of the above points at which stability was investigated were analyzed on the 
basis of the latest plant design information available at the time of the analysis.

The analytical model conceived for this study to evaluate the hydrodynamic and 
nuclear stability characteristics of the Big Rock core and nuclear steam supply 
system is an extension of the nuclear thermal hydraulic feedback network which . 
was used to describe the plant performance of the T-7 natural circulation reactor.--- 
The model incorporated an analytical representation of reactor kinetics, fuel rod 
dynamic heat transfer, hydrodynamic flew characteristics, including two-phase 
effects, and thermodynamic effects due to load and subcooling changes.

The hydraulic portion of this feedback network is the distinguishing feature of 
the analytical model. It has its origin in the principles which were developed 
for the steady state digital computer code HERCULES. -2- These principles have 
since been broadened to include the transient behavior of natural circulation 
vertical two-phase flowl3- and the resulting analytical flgv model has produced 
predictions which correspond well with experimental data.-- It should be noted 
that, prior to the initiation of this study, the transient analytical flow model 
was confined to only natural circulation problems. During the course of this 
investigation, the analytical model was modified and the digital computer code 
was correspondingly adapted to facilitate the hydrodynamic analysis of the Big 
Rock forced circulation nuclear steam supply system. ,

It is believed that the stability limits of high power density boiling water 
reactors will be determined, in large measure, by the flow behavior of the two- 
phase nuclear steam supply system. For this reason particular emphasis was 
placed on developing what is considered to be an accurate and comprehensive 
analysis of forced circulation two-phase flow dynamics.

- 1 -



1

THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

The analytical model which was used to analyze the hydrodynamic and nuclear 
stability characteristics of the Consumers core and nuclear steam supply system 
is presented in block diagram form in Figure 1. The logic of the model consists 
of analytical representations of physical phenomena. These representations, 
or transfer functions, are transformed from basic defining differential equations 
and describe the 1 zed phase and magnitude relationships between two variables
(output and input) as a function of frequency. The various transfer functions 

employed in the analytical model are shown diagramatically in Figure I as boxes 
in the flow logic paths. The following are descriptions of the analytical 
representations used in the stability model.

Reactor Kinetica

The reactor kinetics transfer function is a single delay group - linear represen
tation of the thermal fission (neutron density - N* in per unit values) of 
slightly enriched U-235 as a result of excess reactivity (AK). This relation
ship was derived from a linearized form of the conventional six delay groups 
kinetics simulation. (5)

N I___________
*45B ":4. J

(l)

ml l my Ing the six delay groups into a single average time constant and rearrang-

N*
AK

B_______
B T 1
es-4 i J

(2)

recognizing that * is very small- compared with the product of Bt:

S[ ((")s] (3)

(6)The properties of the delayed neutrons were taken from Design Engineering Data' 
and are presented in Table I-

5 - 2 -
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TABLE I

Delay Group Mean Life 
ti (sec.)

Decay Constant
1/ti(sec.-1)

Fraction
B1/B

1 80.39 0.0124 0.033

2 32.78 0.0306 0.219

3 8.97 0.112 0.196

4 3-32 0.302 0.395

5 0.880 1.14 0.115

6 0.332 3.02 0.042

B = 0.0065 ± 0.0002 

2* = 5 x 10-5 sec.

Solving for the average mean life (t) from Table 1 and substituting the appro
priate values into Equation (3):

_N 
AK

0.o77L1+13(S)]
S[/+0.0078(s)3 (4)

Fuel Model and Doppler Model

The fuel model is a linear transformation of the thermal diffusion equation 
which relates the heat imparted to the fluid at the surface of the fuel element 
(Q* in per unit values) to the neutron density (N*). The Doppler model is a 
linear representation of the regenerative effect on excess reactivity (AK) 
owing to a change in average fuel temperature, which in this model is related 
to neutron density (N*) . These relationships are based upon a transient analysis
of "the temperature and heat 
internal heat generation. 71

transfer characteristics of a cylindrical rod with 
This analysis has been incorporated into a digital

computer code (FTC) which provides transient expressions for surface heat flux, 
average fuel rod temperature, and center fuel rod temperature as functions of 
neutron power level.

The following transfer functions were obtained for the Big Rock fuel elements 
by the use of the digital computer solution:

4 -
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*
N*

LI +O.l(s/1 Lt ^2- 74(S)]
8.6-1 (S)J[ I ^(S)J CFVFI) (5)

r "(AVERAGE)

N * ~
_________ ! -t- 2.1 76S)
[1+8.64(s70/+1.63(51 (6)

From Reference 16] the Doppler coefficient of reactivity was found to be 
-0.726 T (AVERAGE):

\K
N 7 —e -726 +8.6 4(s)] [l + 1-63(5)]

(DOPPLER) 
(7)

The HydLrodyneunla Analysis

The hydrodynamic portion of the analytical model is the distinguishing feature 
of this stability analysis. It is based upon the physical concepts of ■omentum 
interchange, conservation of energy, and continuity of mass and not upon steam 
void versus quality correlations, or assumed ratios or differences between 
steam velocity and water velocity in the two-phase region. This hydrodynamic 
analysis is defined by a system of six transient equations which describe the 
mechanics and thermodynamics of two-phase flow loops. The independent variables 
of the hydrodynamic model include: heat input to the fluid and subcooling 
of the single-phase inlet fluid to the heater, the dependent variables include: 
single-phase inlet fluid velocity, two-phase pressure drop, steam velocity in 
the two-phase flow region, water veloctty in the two-phase flaw region, average 
steam volume fraction in the two-phase s rtion and steam volume fraction at 
boiling boundary of the heater. The only dependent variable needed for this 
stability analysis, however, was the boiling boundary steam volume fraction U*, . 
(see Figure 1). A detailed description of the hydrodynamic model is presented’ 
in Appendix A. The essozistei code evelopnent a also iecused therein.

The model was applied to the stability analysis in two different ways:

A. Loop hydrodynamics - the reactor core, two-phase risers, steam 
drum, and recirculation loop was investigated for its feedback 
contribution to system stability, and

B . Parallel flow channel hydrodynamics - a single hot channel within 
the reactor core was investigated for its performance in parallel 
with the rest of the core for flux noise predictions. Individual 
channels within the reactor core operating in a parallel flow 
channel arrangement can be appreciably more underdamped than the 
whole or lumped core and still not adversely affect reactor

5 -
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stability. They will, however, contribute significantly to the 
operating flux noise by permitting disturbances in the radial 
and axial flux distribution to be perpetuated.

The transfer functions applicable to A and B, above, are of the same form. 
From Appendix A:

(8)

Uose - (GAIN2)[1+7(5)]0/+7(S)]
EXCITATION " [1+2,7,(5)+7*(s)2J[1+Te (9)

The numericnl values of gains 1 and 2 and T1 ti 
equations must be determined for each ope ratine

through /8 Ln the above two 
; condition or the reactor.

This restriction arises from the fact that the transfer functions as they 
appeal- in Equations 8 and 9 are linearised simplifications of a non-linear 
model. Therefore, they are considered in this stability investigation to be 
only valid for small variations.

Pressure Rate

The pressure rate transfer function is a linear relationship which describes 
the time rate of pressure change in the nuclear st—a supply system (P*) with 
respect to the energy balance of steem flow rate and enthalpy (Mghg*) reactor 
heat (Q») and feedwater flow rate and enthalpy (Mpwhpu") . This relationship 
is based upon mass, volume, and energy balance equations written for the reactor 
vessel, two-phase riser, steam drum and recirculation loop (see Figure 2). The 
process assumed for this model is: On a pressure drop, the st saw and all of 
the saturated water re—in saturated, and enthalpy and specific volume follow 
the saturation lines. On a pressure rise the steam and that part of the sat
urated water that is mixed with the steam r— in saturated, and enthalpy and 
specific volume follow the saturation line. The re—1n1ng saturated water 
is subcoolec by the pressure rise and does not change enthalpy. A detailed 
description of this model has been presented in an earlier report. 8]

P=
a --w,w(-L.w)+7 ( rw ~

[W9
(10)

Assuming the denominator (Dx) rs—tns constant, vhich is a close approximation, 
that “Fw Wg ard omitting external disturbances not considered, and simplfying:

-6-



Roc tor

Stenm
Drum Mbpu

Rec irculat ion

f

schezaticDingremof Pressure Rate Moel

r - q * D.
Or in per unt values:

r
p"= Ae]a+ ()

D,
Euation (11) evaluated for the 50 Mie Consumers core at rated conditions:

P- « 0.0195 q- + 0.00694 upa,- - 0.026% vene- (12)

Pressure Voids

The pressure voids trensfer function is • Ilnur relationship vhich describes 
the steem volume within the core (U *) as a function.of the time rate of 
pressure change in the nuclear etea* supply system (Pe). This relationship is

- 7 -



based upon the name considerations that were aag? loyal in the derivation of 
the pressure rate transfer function. The boundary conditions for this nodal, 
however, are Halted to the mentor oom only.

Boivins for the core steem flow rate ( ((=) versus stem supply ayatem presaure 
rate (Pe): 6

WHERE:

2/9
h,9.29

fo

Dz
■H ZV3o

o
]

p

D,=M»Az-1Ap]+M,A8-1,2*
assuming for amn1l changes that stenmns rate varitions are equivlent to 
steam roll— variations (a conservative assumption) amd rearranging:

P [-422[332) (14)

Equmtion 14 evalumted for the Consumers 50 Mde com at rated conditions

P = - 5.3
P”

Saturation and Subcooling

(15)

The saturation and sbcoolns transfer fungttons constitute a linear representa- 
tion vhch relates pressure rate effects (P») to energy ( WRAhs") vhich must be 
supplied by the core to overcome inlet subcooling- meets of recirculation 
temperature variaticns are real f ■ad through the enthalpy hg",

From the steam tables it is found for 1050 pain ± 100 psi: Ahg = 0.15 AP 
relating this expression to

(S) h
(16)

-8-



1

Subcooling is efine:

or, in per unit value*:

h A* = h,"-hRo hR o (17)

3 Energr in the subcooling can he expressed aa MAh,". If WR la assumed 
constant:

R h_* k * hs (18)

If no variation in ha“ 1* added at the aunaation point (see Fgure 1) actuation* 
(16), (17) and (18) can be combned:

IRhs 
p*

(&. 15) Po
(S) hs, (19)

Equntion (19) evulusted for the Consumers 50 Mie cor* et rated conditions

ks — /O- 5
" (S)

(20)

Pressure Renctivitz
The pressure reactvty transfer function Is a l1near relattonshp vhich des- 
cribes the excess reactivity (AKp) due to steam volume changes (Up") withn 
the core that ar* caused toy pressure variations. This 1* a transport relation 
which averges the steem vnli— due to flashng or collapse within th* cor* 
and assigns a void worth of reactivity to that average.

Referring to Appendix B for the transport relation and using a void worth of
$4.50:

= ^2 G.
-9-

cS 

4

25 (21)



Equation (21) evaluated for the Consumers 50 We core at rated condition*:

AKp 
p

0.652(s2/+20362(s)7 
[1+0.0725(5] (22)

Heat and Subcooling Reactivity
The beat and subcooling reactivity transfer function is a linear relationship 
which describe* the excess reactivity (AK, + AK,) due to st ess volume changes 
(Ug,Un") vithin the core that are caused By reactor heat and recirculation loop 
suDcooling variations. This is a transport relation which averages the core 
steem volume due to the above two influences and assigns a void worth of 
reactivity to that average.

to Appendix B for the transport relation and using a void worth of 
$4.50:

(AKa+AKh)
#

Qh
_____ 4.5
/ + 745 + ,3

T2
= ---------- iff s?------- _(23)

The numerical value of Tc in the above equations must be determined for each 
operating condition of the reactor if this relationship is to be used. This 
restriction, like that imposed upon the hydrodynamic analyi- arises from the 
fact that the transfer function as it appears in equation (23) is a linearized 
smplifiontion of a non-linear model.

- 1O -



METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The analytical model described in the preceding section and pictorial ly 
represented in Figure I was applied to the Consumers reactor design for a 
stability investigation of the plant at various power levels and for the 
purpose of predicting the operating flux noise level. The stability inves
tigation was accomplished by performing a frequency-phase shift analysis 
(Bode analysis) on the analytical model. The power conditions at which 
stability was investigated were 50%, 100% and 125% rated power for the 50 Me 
core and 100% rated power for the 75 Mie core. Flux noise predictions were 
formulated by an estimating scheme introduced in an analysis of the Vallecitos 
Boiling Water Reactor core #l-c-9- Operating flux noise predictions were 
made for the Consumers 50 MWe core at 100% rated power.

The following describes the analysis procedures which were used in each of 
the investigation points mentioned above.

Stability Analysis - 5° We Core at 100% Rated Power

Solutions for each of the transfer functions represented in the analytical 
model (see Figure 1) were obtained for this reactor condition and were 
examined for their individual contribution to system stability. It was found, 
upon first examination, that:

A. The Doppler coefficient produced a negative feedback effect which 
made an insignificant contribution to the magnitude of the reactor 
kinetics transfer function at the frequencies of interest. More
over, it had a phase shift contribution which d i ml nished the 90° 
phase lag induced by the integrator (1/s) term of the reactor 
kinetics. Therefore, omitting the effect of the Doppler coefficient 
will lead to a conservative stability analysis.

B. The effect of pressure induced subcooling (URhs*), although a 
positive feedback mechanism was negligible at the frequencies of 
interest (WRhs* less than 5% of Q*).

The final form of the analytical model used for this portion of the stability 
analysis was obtained by neglecting the above two influences and omitting the 
external excitations of Figure I Wghg, WFwhFw, and hR*- Figure 3 is a block 
diagram of the resulting model applied to the 50 We core at 100% rated power.

This model was analyzed in the following steps:

1. The magnitude and phase shift response with frequency was plotted 
for the forward transfer function (G) of the reactor-recirculation 
loop (Reactor Kinetics and Fuel Model). See Figure 6.

2. The magnitude and phase shift response with frequency was plotted

- 11 -
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for the feedback transfer function (H) of the reactor-recirculation 
loop (loop hydrodynamics and heat-subcooling reactivity). See Figure 7.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The preceding two plots were used to obtain the open-loop response 
(GH), including gain and phase margins, of the reactor- recirculati on 
loop. See Figure 8.
The closed loop response G/(1 + GH) of the reactor-recirculationr 189p 
was obtained from 2 and 3 above by the use of a "Nichols" chart. -
See Figures 9 and 10.
The magnitude and phase shift response with frequency was plotted for 
the positive feedback transfer (K) of pressure-induced reactivity 
(pressure rate, pressure voids and pressure reactivity). See Figure II.
The total open loop response GK/(1 + GH) including stability margins, 
was obtained from 4 and 5 above. See Figure 12.

Stability Analysis - MWe Core at and 1257 Rated Power and 75 Core 
at 1OO% Rated Power
It was found during the 100% rated power - 50 We core analysis that the positive 
feedback of pressure- induced reactivity (K - see Figure 11) did not have sufficient 
gain at the frequencies of interest to be of significant value in the determina
tion of system stability. In other words, the system stability characteristics 
for the Consumers reactor sure dominated by the response of the reactor-recircula
tion loop. Moreover, for the purposes of this study no additional information 
about stability limits is achieved by including the pressure effect. Therefore, 
the analytical model can be further simplified and the three remaining points 
for stability investigation can be analyzed on the basis of the reactor-recircula
ti on loop alone.
A block diagram of the resulting analytical model for the 50% rated power - 50 MWe 
core, the 125% rated power - 50 MWe core, and the 100% rated power - 75 We core 
is shown in Figure 4. This model was analyzed in the following steps:

1. The magni t-ude and phase shift response with frequency was plotted for 
the feedback transfer (H) of the reactor-recirculation loop (loop 
hydrodynamics and heat-subcooling reactivity). See Figures 13, 15 and 
17.

2. The plots calculated above were combined with the forward transfer (G) 
which remains identical for all of the reactor conditions (see Figure 6) 
and open loop responses (GH), including gain and phase margins were 
obtained. See Figures 14, 16 and 18.

Noise Analysis - $0 We Core at 100% Rated. Power

Neutron flux noise occurring while a BWR is operating at some equilibrium position 
is believed to be attributable to randomly varying voids within the core which 
may be considered, for analytical purposes, to be due to fluctuations in the

/ -13 -
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Inlet water temperature. These t anp ereture fluctuations, acting as noise excita
tion*, are "filtered" Cl.*., changed in it* frequency spectrum) before becoming 
a reactivity nose.---- It l» suegeste that this filtering device is the tin* 
dependent response of parallel flow channel a* chant ana within the reactor core. 
A qualitative evalustion of the effect of design conditions upon probable flux 
noise level in the Consumers reactor vas obtained by application of the above 
logic. The resulting simplified analytical nodal is pictorially represented in 
Figure J. The reader will notice, at first glance, that the nodal is open loop 
in charucter. That is, no account is shown for the seemingly possible affect 
of flux noise (N"notn,) upon noise excitation (d"). The omission of a feedback 
nechenl *■ was made deliberately, however, for it was found that the fuel nodal 
was effectively a low pass filter which blocked the high frequency response of 
the parallel flow channel hydrodynnmics.

The flux noise analysis was conducted on the Consumers 50 Mie core at 100% rated 
power. Two different fuel element orificing configurations were studied for this 
reactor condition:

3 Unorificed hot channel* in the center of the core.

2 ■ Orificed hot channel* la the center of the core - the orificing being 
equivalent to 5 pel additional AP acrose the element.

Condition 2.. above, could be physically reslized by Just merely raising 5 pal 
the entire core pressure drop scheme of conf iguretion 1. and, at the seme tine 
holding the total core flow oonstant. It was the author*' latent, by investiga- 
ting these two geometries, to qualitatively evaluate the effect at core orificing 
design upon flux noise.

The analytical models for conditions 1. and 2. , above, were obtained by applica
tion of the hydrodynamic analysis (see Appendix A) to the described parallel 
flo channel a anti an lea. A block itsgran of thia model is presented la Figure 5. 
This model vas analyzed la the follow tag etepe:

1.

2.

3.

The mpenitude and phase shirt response vith frequency vas evalunted 
and plotted for the trensfer of flux nolee (N"notne) from excitation 
( C") • See Figure 19.

The peak gain of this transfer due to parallel flow channel hydro* 
dynamic response and its corresponding frequency was determined trau 
the plot.

X

The flux nolse predicticm was obtalnee by assuming « cyclic fluctun- 
tion la the subcooling excitetion (at the hyrodynamic resonant 
frequency) equivalent toa± O.1°y veriation in the inlet recircula- 
tion water.

It should be pointed out that this nolse analysis la not considered exact. No 
account has been taken tar neutron coupling or the smoothins of individual fuel
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element flu noine by jacent el —ata and the parallel flov channel coupling 
has been aprinvl—teri (see Avpendx A). Furthermore, th* exact nature and
magntude at the noise disturbance or driving excitation that s vithin
th* reactor la not knom. Th* analysis does include, hovever, th* fundamental 
principles vhich are believed capeble at the fluz noise mechaniam:
a) The fuel al —ant la consiered to be a hyrimdyr—aln amplifier vith a definite 
frequency response, b) thia emplifler can be driven vith disturbances in eny at 
several phynicel qunntities which affect flow-euboool 1 ng, puraeauxa. heat, geometry, 
etc. (a subcooling excitation was considered tar this analysis), c) these dis- 
turbane*e, acting through th* hydrodyn—1 n amplfer, cause changes la th* moderator 
density, a) chenges in moerator density are related to fluctuntions la reactivity, 
and finally, e) fluctuations la reactivity cause variations in neutron flux level. 
The authors are confident about the quail tatIva value of this noise enalyi. 
Recent mensurements of flux noise in the Vallecitos Bol l Ing Water React on!" J 
tend to strengthen this confidence. The quantitative value at this simplified 
analysis la yet to be determined.
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RESULTS

The results of the Big Rock stability analysis are summarized below, instability 
being indicated by zero phase and gain margin.

Reactor Condition Phase Margin Gain Margin
50 Mie core at 
5% rated power

66° 15 db

50 Mie core at 
10% rated power

63° 14 db

50 Me core at 
12% rated power

870 11 db

75 Me core at
1O% rated power

28° 6 db

The 50 Mie core is seen to be stable at all power levels investigated. The 
stability nargi ne of the 75 Mie core, although somewhat less than those of the 
50 Me core, conservatively indicate that no serious stability problems will be 
encountered in this node of operation.

The results of the noise performance analysis for the 50 Mie core at 100% rated 
power, based on an arbitrary disturbance in inlet subcooling, are given below:

Core Condition Maximum Predicted Boise Lovel

Unorificed fuel elemente in 
the center of the core

Fuel elements in the center of the 
core with 5 pel inlet orificing

7.45% peak to peak

1.35% peak to peak

Fuel element inlet orificing has a significant damping effect upon parallel flow 
channel mechanisms which in turn, increase the attenuation of reactor flux noise. 
If the center fuel elements of the Big Rock core are not orificed for the initial 
startup and the resulting flux noise is objectionable, a remedy is indicated — 
raise the si ngl e-phase orifice pressure drop over the entire core.

All of the results obtained in this study were obtained by assuming that the rate 
of change of reactivity due to 100% change in voids for the given power operating 
condition is $4.50. This is conservatively high for all cases considered, and in 
particular for partial rated power conditions.

in the operational phase of the R&D program a stability testing program will be 
conducted to assure operational stability and to evaluate the accuracy or degree 
of conservatism inherent in this analysis.

The follcwing is a detailed discussion of the results presented above:

- 18 -



%> We Core at lOO^t Rated Power

The frequency response plot of the combined reactor kinetics and heat diffusion 
transfer functions (G - see Figure 3) ie presented in Figure 6. It is observed 
that the magnitude at the low end of the frequency spectrum begins at a value 
slightly less than one (0 db) and continually decreases with increasing frequency. 
This early appearance of gain attenuation in the frequency spectrum reflects 
low fuel thermal conductivity contribution. The phase shift response is observed 
to be comparatively flat throughout the frequency range (30 - 70° lag).

The Bode* plot of the combined loop hydrodynamics and heat-subcooling reactivity 
transfer function (H) is presented in Figure 7. The flew loop hydrodynamics 
is characterized in this plot by the low frequency gain attenuation which occurs 
at about 1 radian/second. The higher frequency gain attenuation which "cuts off" 
at about 10 radians/second is a manifestation of the heat-subcooling reactivity 
transfer function. It is interesting to note that the two above effects are 
separated by about a decade in frequency. This can be explained by recognizing 
that the natural period of the loop hydrodynamics is roughly proportional to 
the entire two-phase flew transit time (core and risers) while the natural period of 
the heat-subcooling reactivity is proportional to the flow transit time through 
the core only. It should be noted that the loop hydrodynamics transfer function 
(Equation 8) contains a quadratic tent which will cause, for underdamped systems, 
a characteristic resonant "hump” at the loop natural frequency. It can be seen 
from inspection of Figure 7 that no such resonance occurs. Therefore, the 
response of the Big Rock hydrodynamic system at this power level is, by itself, 
very well damped.

Figure 8 is an open loop plot of the reactor-recirculation loop magnitude and 
phase shift response to frequency (GH) . It is this plot which describes 
stability margins for the reactor-recirculation loop portion of the total feed
back network. This plot was obtained by summing the curves of Figures 6 and 7. 
It can be seen from Figure 8 that the reactor-recirculation loop is stable with 
a 68° phase margin and a 14 db gain margin. These stability margins compare 
favorably with conventional feedback system design criteria.

The closed loop frequency response of the reactor- recirculation loop G/(1 + OH) 
is shown in Figure 10. This plot was obtained by the use of the "Nichols" chart 
illustrated in Figure 9- It is this closed loop response of the reactor-recircu
lation loop which combines with the pressure rate, pressure voids, and pressure 
reactivity path (K) to form a positive feedback network in AK (see Figure 3). 
It can be observed from Figure 10 that the magnitude of this closed loop response 
is always -it db or less. The low gain of this response is quite decisive, 
as will be seen later, in attenuating the effect of positive feedback.

The frequency response characteristic of pressure rate, pressure voids, and pres- 
sure reactivity (K) is illustrated in Figure 11. The steady-state magnitude of 
this combined transfer function is composed of contributions from all three of 
its component models. Its frequency response, on the other hand, is determined
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solely by the pressure reactivity model. The initial positive slope of the 
magnitude reflects the differentiator (s is the numerator) in the pressure 
reactivity model. The flattening of the magnitude response at about 10 
radians/second is caused by the combined effect of the single time constant 
numerator and the double time constant denominator of the pressure reactivity 
model. It should be pointed out that the magnitude of this response does 
not exceed -5 db.

Figure 12 is an open loop plot of the total loop magnitude and phase shift 
response to frequency GK/(1 + GH) . This is a positive feedback network. It 
can be seen from this illustration that at no frequency does the magnitude 
exceed -30 db. Since unstable operation requires a minimum of unity gain (0 db) 
the positive feedback loop does not introduce instability in this system. The 
total feedback loop is seen to be very stable — even greater in degree than 
was indicated by the previous analysis of the component reactor-recirculation 
loop.

I

MWe Core at 5°^ Rated Power

The frequency response plot of the combined loop hydrodynamics and heat-sub- 
cooling reactivity transfer functions (H - see Figure 4) for the 50 Mie core 
at 50% rated power is presented in Figure 13 • The dashed lines shown in this 
figure are the corresponding responses evaluated for the 100% rated power — 
50 Me core case (see Figure 7)- It is observed from this comparison that there 
is very little difference exhibited between the responses of these two systems. 
A close inspection of the magnitude comparison shows a very slight "slow down" 
in the frequency response of the 50% power case. This should be expected because 
experiments have generally shown that the natural frequency of a given two-phase 
loop increases with power.

Figure 14 is an open loop plot of magnitude and phase shift versus frequency for 
the 50% rated power — 50 Me core reactor-recirculation loop. The dashed lines 
shown in this figure ere the corresponding responses of the 100% rated paver 
condition (see Figure 8). This plot was obtained by summing the reactor kinetics 
and heat diffusion transfer function (0 - see Figure 6) and the loop hydro
dynamics and heat-subcooling transfer function (H) of Figure 13. The linearised 
G transfer function is assumed not to be affected by normalized power level. 
Therefore, the response differences seen in this open loop plot of Figure 14 are 
Just a reflection of the differences in H mentioned above. The some discussion 
and comments apply. The 50% rated power — 50 Mie core reactor-recirculation 
loop is seen to be stable with a 66° phase margin and a 15 gain margin.
These margins are essentially the same as were found at rated power.

5° We Core at 12% Rated Power

The frequency response plot of the combined loop hydrodyaamics and heat-subcooling 
reactivity transfer function (h) for the 50 Mie core at 125% power is presented 
in Figure 15. The dashed lines shown in this figure are the corresponding ' 
responses of the 100% power condition. The magnitude responses for these two
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power conditions are again observed to be almost identicel- A close inspection 
of the magnitudes shews, however, that the frequency response is slightly faster 
in the 125% power condition. This trend with power is the sear as was discussed 
in the 50% rated power case. The phase shift curve of the 1255 power condition 
is seen to be s num that different than in the 100$ power condition. This differ
ence occurs between about 0.5 to 5.0, radians/ second frequency, and brackets 
the natural frequency of the loop nydrodynanl ns model. The quadratic equstion 
in this model, which strongly influences the natural frequency, has a smaller 
damping ratio in the 1255 power condition than it did for the 1005 power condi
tion (see Figure 4). This results in the hydrodynamic model phase shift curve of 
Figure 15 being bent into a steeper "S" shape within the affected frequency band.

Figure 16 is an open loop plot of nagr t tude and phase shift versus frequency for
the 125% rated power reector-recirculation lo 
that this reactor condition is stable with an

It is observed from this fisure 
phase margir and an 11 db

6aln margin. The phase margin, which is larger than that for rated conditions 
by about 20°, and the gain margin, which is less by about 3 db, demonstrate a 
combination of results characteristic of a stable butt more under isagiail response 
system- The phase wargin is greater because the lower quadratic damping ratio 
Mentioned above depresses the phase lag in the region of the gain crossover.

75 We Core at 1005 Rated Power

The frequency response plot of the combined loop nydroynamics and heat-subcooling 
reactivity transfer function (H) for the 75 We core at rated power is presented 
in Figure 17. The dashed lines shown in this figure are the corresponding 
responses of the sear transfer function evaluated for the 100% rated power -- 
50 We core condition. A comparison of the magnitude curves for these two 
reactor conditions presents sone interesting results:

The magnitudes are essentially the war up to a frequency of about 
2 radiens/ second.

B. Beyond 2 radians/‘secona the 75 Mie condition attenuates wore rapidly 
and finally establishes a consistently lower gain than the 50 Mie 
condition from about 20 radians/ second.

It was merticned during the discussion of the rated power — 50 Mie core condition 
that this transfer function (H) is composed of a low frequency response model 
(loop hydrodynamics) and a high frequency response model (heet-subcooling reactivity). 
Therefore, observations A. and B., above, can be restated in the folloving manner:

The loop hydrodynamics of the 75 Mie condition la sssuntlai ly the seme 
as the 50 Me condition.

B. The beat-subcooling reactivity model, which is proportional to core 
flow transient tine, has a significantly lower frequency in the 75 Mie 
condition than it does in the 50 We condition.

I
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The prmary physical difference between the 75 MHe reactor configuration and the 
50 Nie reactor configuration La one of increased core flow area. In the 75 MHie 
condition the additional power is achieved by adding more elementa to core. 
The total recirculation flov, heat input per fuel element, dovncomer flow area 
and the rser flow area r—In essentially the ■an* Alao, even though the gross 
power output of the core is greater, the void content of the risers renalno 
about the ■ —s. This is explained by the increase in system pressure from 1000 
psia to 1500 psia. The core flow area, however. is increased appreciably. This 
increased core flow area results in a lower frequency response of the heat-sub- 
cooling reactivity model while the loop hydrodynamics model is domineted by the 
risers and is not appreciably affected by the inarensed core flow area.

The phase lag of the H transfer function for the 75 Me reactor condition is neen 
to be greater than in tie 50 MHie condition. This Ls primrily ceused by the lower 
frequency contribution of the hent-subcooling reactivity model mentiomed above.

Figure 18 is en open loop plot of mngnitude and phase ehirt versus frequency for 
the 100$ rated power -- 75 Ne core reector-recirculation loop. It la observed 
from this plot that this reactor condition is stable with a 28° phase margin and 
a 6 pair aargin. The reduction in the 75 Mie reactor’s stebility aargi ns can 
be attributed largely to toe larger flow area of the core (a lower frequency 
response of the boat- subcool lag reactivity model) . It causes the phmse lag to be 
greater in the region of gain crossover and the gain to be greater La the region 
rr 180° phase lag.

Flux »O1M Performance Analysis 

yo Core at Mated Power

A plot of magnitude versus frequency for the flux mole* from noise excitation 
based on the transfer function of Figure 5 is presented in Figure 19. This 
transfer function is an open loop a nab 1 nation of the parallel flow channel 
hydrodynemic model, the heat-subcool leg reactivity model, and the r sector kinetics 
model. It was evaluated for the rated oer — 50 We at two different conditiona:

Unorificed hot channels in the center of the core.

Orificed hot channels in the center of the core — te orricin6 being 
equivalent to 5 pel addit ionnl at the eleme.t.

The qualitative effect of channel inlet orificing can be determined by a comparison 
of the two eagnl tude versus frequency curves shown in Figure 19- The noise 
transfer function containing an unorificed hot channel is observed to display a 
characteristic rer onant peek in its frequency response. The orificed transfer 
function, however, does not display this .resonant character. Its frequency 
behavior is typical of a near criticality damp oil system response, with a "cut off" 
frequency occurring approximately at the same frequency as the resonant peak of 
the unorificed case. It is evident from the foregoing observations that channel
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inlet orficing has a significunt influence upon this transfer functio. It la 
seen that the frequency response of mngnitude is attenuated by an inerense la 
channel inlet orificing.

Since changes la channel inlet orficing have no erfect upon the renctor kinetics 
nodal or the heet-subcooling renctvity nodal (see Figure 5), it can ba con- 
eluded that the above mentioned attenuation is a mensure of the hydrodyncalc 
model’s response to single-phmse pressure losses; 1.e-, an inerease la chennel 
inlet orificing tends to damp trensients in the tvo-phase flov region- This 
trend can be erp la inert by the folloving ressoning:

- 1.

2.

3.

Inc rose tai the inlet oriricine of a fuel element, or channel, raises 
the singlephase flow losses of that channel.

Incrensed single-phase losses in a chaane) dmmp single- phase trannlente -

if single-phase tranoients are damped, Ums by virtue of continuity of 
hmm within the flow path, the tvo-phase trensienta in a near constant 
pressure cystem v1l1 also be damped.

The enact degree, to which orificine dmps flux notse is difficult to evens- 
Presently available informmtion does not provide conclumive evidence about the 
nature, emplitude or frequency spectrum of tbs noise excitation. It is believed, 
bawevee, that a realistic qualitative evalumtion of the ampins effect can be 
obtained by i raps ring the maximum magnitues of each curve shown in Figure 19* 
In essence, this analysis technique implies that it is not necessary to know the 
origin of excitation. We recognise that the parallel channel mechaniem in an 
emplifier which will transmit any disturbance that affects the hydrodyaaaloe of 
the system. In this study a subcooling disturbance was postulated. Hovever, 
even if the actual noise excitation proves to be somethins other than subcoolins 
the relative responses of the amplifier will raanin the seas. This analysis 
technique also lilies that the amplitude and frequency spectrum of the solos 
excitation is a Modified white noise structure; i.e., all frequencies are present 
and the amplitude is the cane for each frequency.

The qunlitative difference between the two orficins echemes vas found by employ- 
lag the technique outlined above. It is obeorvad from Figure 19 that the maximum 
magnitude difference between the two curves in about 15 db. This mans that tbs 
amplitude of flux noise would be 15 db or about 5-1/2 times greater without 
orificing the fuel el asset inlets. It should be noted that any edditional 
orificlag in excess of 5 pei, while it would attenuate noise level some, it 
would not continue to reduce the noise at the seme rate as the first 5 pal. This 
is, of course, because the frequency rwspoaes has el ready been sessettally flat- 
tened with 5 pei orificing.

Someuhat less confidence is placed la the quantitative propertien of the flu 
noise model than is placed la its qumlttatve properties. This statement, of
acuree, fn) I owe logically. As was mentioned before, the enact diet e vhich
canoes flux noise la not knom. Furthermore, even if the nature of this distur- 
bence were knom, it would be dtfricult, at this tian, to etermne its uaglltwds.
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It was assumed, for the purposes of this study, that the disturbances are small 
tempereture variations in the inlet flow to the channels. This essuption was 
made primarily in an effort to achieve e limited quantitative appreciation for 
the noise mechanism by relatl ng the flux noise to a fluctuation in a fam1 liar 
quantity (inlet flow 1 saps nature variations). The procedure which was used to 
accomplish this limited quantitative evaluation was as follows:

The nature of the driving excitation for flux noise vas essumed 
(temperature variation in the inlet flow).

b.

c.

d.

A conservative emplitude vas igned to thia excitetion’s modified
white noise speotrua ( ♦ O.l’F emperature variations were used in 
this analysis). It is believed that this disturbance mngnitude would 
not be exceeded during normal operation of the power plant being con
sidered.

The t nepTeture variation -- assumed in b., above, vas related to a 
subcooling fluctuntion.

This subcooling fluctuntion was applied to the noise transfer function 
and a pr diction was made of the noise level and pre- 

dominant frequency.

It 1s belleved that noise predictions based on the foregoine procedure *111 
produce values higher than actunl.

The following estimates of flux noise were made for the two curves shown in 
Figure 19 by using the above procedure:

Hot chennel vith inlet orificing 7.45$ push to peak flux noise 
at 2 cps predominant frequency

Hot chennel with 5 pel Inlet 
orificins

1.334k peak to peak flux noise 
with flat frequency spectrum 
from 0.0016 - 20 ops. Att enua 
tian at hO db per decade beyond 
20 aps.

It should be mentioned again that this io by no menns intended to be a complete 
noise analysis. The flux noise which will be measured both in-core and out-of- 
core will display the weighted integrated noise contributions of all of the 
channels within the reentor core. This analysis invest 1 get ed the hot channel 

ontribution to flux noise only. The hot channel contribution, novever, is the 
strongest of any single element within the core. Therefore, from a quantitative 
standpoint, tae above flux noise predictions should be considerably higher than 
actual. In any event, from a qualitative standpoint, if the center fuel elements 
are not orriced for the initial reactor startup and the resulting flux noise is 
object! rwisb 10, a remedy is Indi gated — raise the single-phase orificing of the 
entire core.
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FIGURE II 
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FIGURE 12 
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FIGURE 13 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC OF* THE 
FLOW LOOP HYDRODYNAMICS - AKasa®(H)
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FIGURE 14 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 
REACTOR-RECIRCULATION LOOP- AKaT,C,,
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FIGURE 15 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 
FLOW LOOP HYDRODYNAMICS - AKQsa•(H
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FIGURE 16 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 
REACTOR-RECIRCULATION LOOP - AKQsaK(OpEN toop)(GH)
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FIGURE-IT h
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
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FIGURE 18
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
REACTOR-RECIRCULATION LOOP - AKQ/K (OPENLOOP) (GH)
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FIGURE 19 
NOISE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX A

THE HYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The "transient two-phase flow model used in this study is based upon an analysis
which was developed for th 
loop with point heat input

cription of a single node natural circulation 
This analysis can be described by a system of six

(6) equations which are established upon the physical concepts of momentum 
interchange, conservation of energy and continuity of mass and not upon steam void 
versus quality correlations, or assumed ratios or differences between steam velocity 
and water velocity in the two-phase region. Five of the six equations are applied 
directly to a description of the flow behavior in the two-phase region of the loop 
and the remaining equation relates the pressure contribution of the downcomer or 
recirculation loop to that of the two-phase region.

It was necessary for the purposes of this stability analysis to further develop 
the hydrodynamic model so that:

A. It would accept forced circulation flow problems.

B. The rather involved mathematical solutions could be reduced to a 
linearized transfer function acceptable for a frequency-phase shift 
analysis (Bode* analysis).

C. Solutions could be readily obtained.

The following describes how the above objectives were achieved:

Modification of the Hydrodynamic Analysis for Forced Circulation

Figure 20 is a schematic diagram of the physical two-phase flow system conceived 
for this hydrodynamic model. The following five (5) transient equations were 
written for the two-phase flow region:

Momentum equation for water and steam:

TL Lg+Le
r 2 2
(-4)W2¥ W

+ (I-R), + C(l-R.)^ - a L

(POl-r •)-

—8 + LR
wH

(24)

WHERE: Poly U=,+a,R+a2R*+a,R3+---+aR°

Momentum equation for steam:

(s-w[-x+]J(R)=0 (25)
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---------- .. ......... ..... ..... ...... .. ...... .

waE: X - U- 
PV

and

I: R <0.5

J(R) = l-R t Rio, s
Continuity at mass and energy equations across the boiling boundary.

R(S-W)+V (26)

(27)

■

The transport equation of average voids versus boiling boundary voids:

R= U
T-P •

(28)

WHERE: S • Complex Laplace Operator

Lr (0(0)^!^ 
W

- I a - -)

Pressure drop across the two-phase flow region was related to the external 
recirculation loop flow by a single-phase momentum equation:

II-9-¥[teA“K
(29)

] -O

WHERE: Poly Pump - bo + bv + b2v2 + •••

It was the addition of the pump polynomial term in Equation 29 which made this 
heretofore natural circulation hydrodynamic analysis compatible with forced 
circulation problems.
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Ltng<rl*«d Transient Atwlyl*

Loop dynamics can be investigated for swell disturbances by the trensformntion, 
linearisation and normnlization of the foregoing transient equations:

A. Transformation - conversion of the equation from the time to the 
frequency doom Ln by Laplace transformation.

B. LInearization - the variables are expanded in a Taylor series about 
a steady-state solution and second order terns and cross products 
are ignored.

C. Normalization - the Ineremental variation in each paremeter is divided 
by its steady-state value which reduces the incremental change to a 
fractional variation of steady-state conditions (per unit values).

Performance of the above mentioned operations upon the foregoins transient 
equations yields:

dW_ _________g 7 l ° /^o ~ l/o ))R
~ [co - +(-EX*2" -"(PolvU)#(L,(6-

EW-ax;L,(e- 2)*(Po-rU)(t6,a**, +4 6,»))] w *

WHERE:

(30)

GX"") -2 (poLrU)(-a(6,.-*K,

x -w)" + e-Ax-"eJR* (31)
J o: R<O.5 

€ = < i :r>^.5

(s _ w)* -a? r We ■
- L(S-W)R.

v(*<-*a)7v/(8-1)Y
(S,-a)R, j‘

(32)

G,.)-*))
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L

9

du*_
At

(1+0)4Vv,*
> U, Le J ULp

(-U)4W
Uo w" (33)

R*= Coe J U
1 - _

S
WHERE: [DEL] (34)

dY"=

‘ke

L (2(-tp-te) (*-)(+)

( (L,+Lu-
*42)2/]v*

») (2t-222-1,„) 
((L,4)+*433

(35)

WHERE: 1. subscript (o) denotes the steady-state value of the 
parameter.

2. superscript (•) denotes the variation of the parameter 
about the steady-state average: expressed in per unit 
values.

The steady- state solutions are found by setting the time derivatives in 
Equations (al) - (29) equal to zero and solving the resulting system of 
equations eimulton. ously .

It should be noted that Equation (33) does not follo directly from the linear
isation and normalization of algebraic Equation (27) • It was here that cogni- 
zance was taken of the apparent deficiency in the point heat input assumption 
and an additional degree of freedom was added to the system in the fora of a 
void equation time constant. This time constant was selected arbitrarily to be 
equivalent to 1/1 the void transit time across the boiling length of the heater 
section.

Justification for the existence of the additional time constant in the analysis
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can be presente, howvever, it Is immnterlal for the B1s Rock stuy nince it vee 
observed during the analysis that its presence had no noticeable effect vhatsoever. 
The reason for this time constant’s passive contribution to the analysis was that 
its frequency response was quite well beyond the frequencies of Interest.

Equntion (35) !• the linearised and normalised external recirculation loop transient 
equation. It is this equation which takes into account the damping effect of 
external flow loop friction. The degree to which this friction damps the system 
depends upon how the two-phase flow loop is defined. The Z parameter in Equmtion (35) 
is an accommodation for varying the damping effect of the external flow loop.

It should be noted at this point that this hydrodynemic model vas applied to the 
Consumers reactor in two different vnye:

1. Loop hydrodynamics - the whole reactor core, two-phase risers, at sea 
drum and recirculation loop were investigated for their combined dynamic 
response and feedback contribution to system stability.

2. Parallel flow channel hydrodynamics - a single hot channel within the 
reactor core was invest 1 gpit ed for its performance in parallel with the 
rest of the core for expected operating floc noise predictions.

The loop hyroynamia analysis above requires that full account must be taken of 
the pressure drop producing elements or friction in the dcwn newer. This is so, 
of course, becnuse flow continuity must exist between the whole core and the 
recirculation loop. The parallel flow channel hydroynamic analysis, hovever, 
assumes continuity of mass between the sum of each core flow chennel and the 
external recirculation flow. That is, a flow variation which occurs in a single 
core channel must be balanced by either a re-distribution of flow between channels 
in the reactor core or a change in the total recirculation loop flow or the 
combined effect of both. An exact representation of this flow arrangswent is 
quite difficult to accomplish because the large number of simultaneous equations 
in the resulting model neks the analysis almost prohibitive. It was concluded, 
for the purposes of this study, to adopt a pessimistic view of the parallel flow 
channel mschanion. The flow in any single hot channel within the reactor core is 
very sun 11 compared with the total core flow. Therefore, its flow behavior is 
not damped by either the external recirculation loop flow or the balance of the 
core flow in the rest of the parallel channels. A parallel flow channel dynamic 
1nvestgation based upon the foregoing assumption will produce predicted nsqpl itudes 

which are higher than actual.

Solutions were obtained for both 1. loop hydrodyneal ns and 2. parallel flow 
channel hydrodynamics by the use of the above described analyticnl model. Briefly, 
the procedure was the following:

1. Loop hydrodynamics - the input information for the model was selected 
to agree with the geometry and thermodynamics of the whole reactor core, 
two-phase risers, steam drum and recirculation loop. The Z parameter 
in transient equation (35) was adjusted to reflect the slope of the
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external loop pressure drop versus flow curve at the stendy-state 
flow condition. This slope vas taken from a single-phase V2 loos 
curve passed through the stendy-state operating condition from the 
mhut-ofr bead of the pump. Z-2 (Poly Pamp - shut-off head of the 
pump). Tis was equivalent to seying that the two-phase loop dsapi 
caused by the external recirculntlon loop followed a single phase V 
loss curve.

2. Parallel flow channel hydroynamics - the Input Information for the 
model was selected to agree with the geometry and thermoynamics of 
the hot fuel channel la the reactor core. The £ parameter la transient 
Equation (35) was set equal to zero. This vas equivalent to seying
that the hot channel received no dmmpin6 from ite pa 
or the recirculation loop (a conservative analysis).

el channels

The linearize and normalized transient Equmtions (JO) - (35) can be revritten la 
the folloving coefficlent form: *

II" « 2 (S - W)" *+ a (R)“
(s-u)» « -(R)-+b(u)- + c(v)-, a(-)-

(36)
(37)

dv" 
t

= e(R)*rf(II)*rg(2)*+h(v)"r1(W)= (38)

dv= • JI))*) (29)

• ■(»)•/ n(v)" + o( P (u) (ho)

R= (DEL) (U)= (MJ

WHERE: Coefficients a-P are determined by the arithmetic evaluntion of
Equationn (JO) - (35).

The above nystem at equations oaa be solved simultaneounly for the relationship 
between boiling boundary voids and heat input (u"/T"). Performance of this 
mathematical manipulation yields:
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U" Ci (s)•Ca (8) +C3
(8)3 (s)2#- KaCS) f K3(DEL) (s)f K^-rK, (del)

(42)

MHERE:

♦ o

C2

c3
+23 an - co + 2r

K2

+2ra-g- 5
+ 2 ro+ 1
+‘2 fe+h

I (25b)

sam-bo + kn - em - o 

n - (2 jc+ 1) a

((23+1) 0 -(2j4+k) n 

caja-x) ■ - (23b) o’

tri

(1

ir1+pr2 (fb rjc) -
-2n) (1+p)-1pr23 (cpric - hb)
» • +r (a - 2) - jn (• - 2)
, 1 (1* 2 fb) + 23 (1c - hb )
e+ f(a-2 )' =1+23 (me - nb) - J (a-2) J (hr2fc)-n (1+ 2nb)

s

■

- P

Solving for the roots of Equntion (42)

1+ "72(5)]IL1+*T(s/JL 
20—,(s)-7“rsj2][

*
(43)

a •

Equation (43) constitutes the fora of the loop hydroynamic transfer function 
used in thia stability annlysis.

Th* transfer function used for th* parallel flo channel hydrodynamics vas 
boiling boundary voids from subcocling (U"/a •). The presence of subcooling 
in this transfer function arises from the postulation that flux nolee in a 
reactor is a consequence of minute taaporature variation* in the core inlet 
water. This transfer function, as a first order approximation, can be resolved 
from Equation (M) by a simple eain relationship. From th* energy equation 
across the boiling boundary

(44)
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Solving for the relative influence of heat (T) with respect to subcooling (•) 
for a constant steam 1ng rate:

- (per unit values) (45)

Equation (45) merely states that the effect of a subcooling change ( d") is 
— Vede as great as the same percentage change in heat (T*)- Therefore, the

** u-/d.* transfer function can be defined:

u*noise 
d. •

EQUATION (43)- (46)
T .

Analytical Flow Modal Solution

The objective of the analytical flow model as it was used in this report was to 
obtain from basic design geometry and thermodynamics the loop hydrodynamics transfer 
function and the parallel flow channel hydrodynamic transfer function. (Eqs. 3 
and 46). This objective was accomplished by using Equations 24 through 46 in the 
following three basic steps:

1.

2.

3.

The steady-state solution for the nominal operating condition of the two- 
phase flow loop. This was a simultaneous solution of Equations 2*-29 after 
the time derivatives were set to zero.

The solution of the linearised and normalized transient equations. This 
was just merely the arithmetical solution of Equations 30-35 using the 
steady-state solutions found in (1) above.

The solution of the transfer functions (EB. 43 and 46) using Equation 42 
and the trannient equation coefficients found in (2) above.

Solution of the analytical flow model was accomplished by the combined effort of 
digital computer solution and hand calculation- The first two steps in the flow 
model solution (1 and 2 above) were accomplished by the use of a digital computer 
code. The transfer functions (step 3 above) were obtained by hand calculations.

It should be mentioned that a validity check was made on the resolution of the 
transfer function from Equations 36-4l. This was achieved by first obtaining an 
annlogue solution for the frequency response of Equations 36-*1 and then comparing 
this result with a Bode analysis of the transfer function. The two solutions 
were found to be identical.
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Digital Computer Code Development

The ultimate digital computer code utilized for this analysis, 5-VLOP, was a 
modification of an existing natural circulation hydrodynamic* analysis code, 
3-VLOP. The analysis was modified to include the effects of forced circulation. 
The polynomial term which accounts for pumping effects in the total loop pressure 
drop Equation 29 reflects this change. The new code was programmed to solve 
this revised system of equations. The detail* of this code need not be presented 
here since it is essentially only the implementation of the solution of the system
of equation* described in this Appendix A.

The code accept* as input the thermodynamic* and geometrical parameters which 
define the reactor system and are summarized for the Big Rock Point Reactor in 
Appendix C. The code then develop* the appropriate coefficient* for the transient 
equation* 36 through 41 and provides the initial steady state value* of the 
variable* V, W, S, II, U, LB, and X for which the coefficient* are applicable. 
The code doe* not develop the transfer function coefficient* of Equations 43 and 
46, this being done by hand for all case* considered in the study being reported.

I
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APPENDIX B

COOK VOIDS

In this stability analysis all of the reactivity feedback with the exception of 
the Doppler influence is brought about by a change in the average steam void 
content within the reactor core. The average core void content is related, in 
turn, to two separate influences:

The contribution of heat and subcoolng changes.

B- The contribution of pressure change.

The following describes how average core voids were related to the above two 
influences.

Heat and Subcooling Voids

Voids resulting from heat and subcooling changes are described at the boiling 
boundary of the fuel element by the U",N/T* transfer function. (See Appendix 
A.) Average core voids owing to this influence can be described:

(47)

and from continuity of the water in the two-phase flov region:

d(-)R,,C.W+s(1-v)A,,C. =0 =
d L

(48)

Assuming As, and w constant with L and A,s,Pw constant with r » Equation (48) 
reduces to:

w52 S = O = u(i-.t) (49)

from which a solution for U (L,t ) in delayed unit function form is obtained.

ua.t) = u(t- t) (50)
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Substituting Equntion (50) into Equation (47):

(51)

U (52)

WHERE: 0" T

17 - .
- L/w

/ U(e) de
--L,

ce -±-"
•(e) de - l (53)

Taking the Laplace transform of Zquntion (53):

U (-e u(s)
Ic >

(54)

WHERE: Te - IB/W 

from Equntion (54) the desired trensfer function can be obtained la per unit 
values :

U
U

-TeS
-€ = [D££]
Ic 5

(55)

The (DEL) operator of Equation (55) can be described with sufricient accuracy
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for this analysis by a second order diagonal Puade apprnst nation:

Uqh * i-e
U*K T. 3 E / I C F-

2

(56)

Pressure Void*
The effect of pressure variation upon the average core volds is almost exnctly 
ths opposite of the effect of heat. and anhnonling variation. A boat or sub- 
cooling variation causes the voids at the boiling boundary to change. its 
influence upon the storage core void can be described vith tins by an integral
of this unit impulne as It eveops UP 1 
induces a flashing or of Um

the core. A pz e varintion, bow wr,
entire vole content in the •wo- phase

region. Its effect upon averese core vold to 1—t—tanom— and can be den- 
cribed vith tine by the initial fleshly or mi lapse minus the lot ogre 1 of this
unit impulse es it svegps 
or transient function 1s •

of the core. The integral of this wait impulse 
(DBL) operator of Equntion (55).

Further smplfins the (DEL) approximation of Equmtion (56):

dbl - -Lt .£— I
2

C
I 2

,+4s)2 (57)

The trunsfer function or averege core voids attributed to pressure from
voids induced by flashing or onl lay (U"p) can be described usins SquatIon (57):

Ue
U,"

= [I-(DEL)] 4= I- ,.s)2 (58)

-0*A2I+ »)
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APPNDIXC

50 W CW 75 W Coru

Gross Nie 50 75

Core Exit Stesm Flo, lbe/hr

Inlet Subcoolins, Equv., Btu/hr

Cor* Flov Rate, Totml, lbe/hr

Core Description
Configurstion

No. of Assemblies

No. of Control Ros

Clad Material

Moderator/Fuel Ratio, (Area)

rfective Active Fuel Length

Equv- Core P1 —■* T

AvE- <1—11 ty in Channel Balt, f 
Overall Averege Moderator Voids 
Max. Quality la Channel Exit, $ 
Mm. at Channel Exit, Voids 
Avg- Quality Enterins Drum, 6

157.3 232.6

568,700 930,400

15.0
11.6 x 106

346.0

1050

K Lattce

56

306 Stn. au.

2.7

70

62.5

5-5 
0.16
16.3 
0.65
5.2

23-6

11.7 x 106

379.6

1500

K Lattice

B4

32

306 Stn. Stl.

2.7

70

76.5

9.1 
0.20 
19.5 
0.65
8.2



* 50MeCore 75MeCore

Desien Hot-Spot Fector

Overall 4.18 3.22

1520 1550

4,580 3,660

Penk Heat Fl—, Btu/hr rt2 463,000 392,000

Burnout Margin 1.5 1-5

Pul

Std- UO2 Rode
Special Corner Rods

131
12

131
12

P1 — rf^r of F—1 Roda: 
’In clu2In« Jockoto)

Std. UO2 Rods
■filial Corner Bodo

0.308
0.336

O-388 
0-338

Fuel Rod PItch 0.533 0.533

No. of Sements/Rod 1 1

Approx. Pellet Density, gr-/ac 
(95% compnation)

10.4 10.4

Fml Fall** Pl—

Std. UO2 Rods
Special Corner Bodo

O-345 
0.297

0.3*5
0.297

Clad Thi o la—:

Std. UO2 Rods
Spec Lal "Corner Rods

0.019 ± 0.001
0.018 ± 0.001

0.019 ♦ 0.001 
o.oid + o.ooi—

Hemt Trensfer Ar—, 4,690 7,035

No. of ra—!■ 56 84

Channel wall Thckness (Zr-2) 0.100 0.100

Inside Di—sions of CM—nal n, 1*. 6-512 sq- 6.312 sq-
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NOMENVCLATURE

Single-phase friction factor of water against the wall in the 
recirculation portion of the flow loop — ft”1

Flow area of the heater --

B Total fraction of delayed neutrons -- dmensionless

B1 Fraction of the delayed neutrons of the ith group — 
dimensionless

C Ratio of path length of the steam risers to the vertical length 
of the steam risers — dimensionless

D Ratio of the flow area of the risers to the flow area of the 
core — dimensionless

GMH Single-phase friction factor of water aganst the wall in the 
heater — ft--

Single-phase friction factor of water sgr^nst the wall in the 
riser — ft-1

Friction factor of steam against water in the two-phase flow 
region — ft--

Acceleration of gravity — ft/sec2

Enthalwy of saturated water — Btu/bm

Enthalpy of saturated steem — Btu/lbm

Enthalpy change due to vaporization (hg - hf) — Btu/lbm

- 56 -



hfv Enthalpy of feedwater -- Btu/lbm

Enthalpy of recirculation water — Btu/lbm

Subcooling enthalpy (hf - hR) — Btu/lbm

J Mechanical equivalent of heat — T78 ft-lbr/Btu

KD Single-phase head. Lose coefficient of the recirculation loop — 
dimensionless

Single-phase head lose coefficient of the risers — dimensionless

L• Average neutron liretime — sec.

L Length — ft

Boiling length of heater — ft

Fath length of the recirculation loop — ft

Beater length — ft

Vertical length of the risers — ft

Mf Saturated water in the core — Iba

Saturated stemm in the core — Iba

Power - neutron density — neutrons/em

P Pressure — psia

F Tine rate of pressure change — psi/sec
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Q Heat -- Btu/sec

R Average voids in the two-phase flow region — dimensionless

8 Steam velocity in the two-phase flow region — ft/sec

(•) Complex Laplace operator

t Time variable — sec

Time constant of ith delay group — see

± Average time constant of the six delay groups — see

T Average fuel rod temperature — °F

Tc Core transit time — sec

Two-phase region transit time — sec

U Voids at the boiling boundary of the heater — dimensionless

Voids at the boiling boundary due to heat and subcooling —

Unoise Voids at the boiling boundary due to noise excitation — 
dimens ionless

Voids due to pressure — dimens ionless

% Average voids within the core due to heat and subccoling — 
dimensionless

Up Average voids within the core due to pressure — dimensionless
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V Water velocity in the single-phase region of the heater — ft/ sec

▼ Volume of saturated steam and water in reactor vessel — rt3

Ve Volume of saturated steam and water in reactor core —

f Specific volume of saturated water — ft3/1bm

g Specific volume of saturated steam — ft3/1bm

Vfg
Specific volume change due to vaporization (vg - vf) — ft3/bm

W Water velocity in the two-phase flew region — ft/sec

Wr Saturated water in the react' vessel — lbm

Wg Saturated steam in the reactor vessel — lbm

Weight rate of feedwater flow -- ibm/sec

“g Weight rate of steam flow — Ibm/ sec

Weight rate of recirculation flow lbm/sec

X Steam quality -- %

AK Excess multiplication factor or delta k — dollars

A Delta k due to Doppler — dollars

AKh Delta k due to subcooling — dollars

.se Delta k due to noise — dollars
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AKp Delta k due to pressure — dollars

Delta k due to heat -- dollars

Delta k due to control rods — dollars

hg/hfg -- dimensionless

0 -- dimensionless

Q Kf
hrg Arr

— ft/sec

§ Damping ratio — dimensionless

0 Auxiliary time variable — sec

II APVr/449 AL. — ft/sec2

Time constant — see

C Frequency — rad/sec

END
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